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Abstract: Background: There are many ways to gather and assess patient expectations, experience, and satisfaction, but few use visual representations to report their results on the Google maps and help patients select the best hospitals for consultation. Objectives: To analyze 10-dimensional scores of states in the USA about inpatients’ perceptions of their hospitalization experience to develop a method for analyzing data on the Google maps and getting feedback on the smartphones. Methods: We downloaded HCAHPS (Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Services) data from the 2007 to 2014 summary of survey results to study (1) whether the 10 dimensional scores can be combined to determine its unidimensionality using Rasch continuous item responses, (2) what type of trends about inpatient perception on hospitalization experience that can be reported with an individual and an overall base, (3) what an online dashboard that can be designed using the Google maps for comparing results of each US state, and (4) how to demonstrate an online assessment that uses smartphones for gathering perceptions of their hospitalization experience in the future. Results: The ten core dimensional scores of each US state about inpatient hospitalization experience reported by the HCAHPS can be unidimensional. The improvement was evident of inpatient perception on hospitalization experience in the historical series. Online visual representation of the Google maps can be easy to build and allows for real-time identification in comparison with the performance of each state. A smartphone app was designed to get feedback directly from patients. Conclusions: We verified that the 10-dimensional scores reporting patient satisfaction in US states could be a unidimensional scale and use Rasch continuous item responses to show results on the Google maps.
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INTRODUCTION

The quality of healthcare is an essential topic in the healthcare settings [1]. There are many ways to report the healthcare quality to the public. However, those professional indicators are so unfamiliar to patients, and thus pretty hard to give patients a distinct idea of where to get the best care [2-6].

The England Picker Institute Europe (EPIE) [7] and the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Services (HCAHPS) [8] are two examples of periodically assessing patient expectations of hospital healthcare and of publicly reporting their perceptions of their experience [9-11]. From which, Picker’s item-by-item box plots of disclosure and the HCAHPS hospital characteristics comparison charts are the additions to the summary analyses on their respective websites. Whether those items can form a single construct for a more focused insight and examination is required to explore [11].

Psychometrically, we are interested in identifying aberrant survey respondents and selecting the best and worst respondents [12]. A method for distinguishing the best and worst clusters is required using the multiple variables of the assessed dimensional scores for an investigation.
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The HCAHPS inpatient experience questionnaire can be used in four survey modes [13]: postal mail, telephone, postal mail with telephone follow-up, or active interactive voice recognition (IVR), each of which requires efforts to collect data from patients. As smartphones become ubiquitous in the healthcare setting [14], it is necessary to show whether it is possible to offer an alternative survey mode of online assessment using them for a fifth survey mode.

The aim of the current study was thus to investigate (1) whether the inpatient experience item scores can be combined, (2) what statistical method can objectively identify the best and the worst clusters so that they can be used to report the performance of a hospital (or US states in this study), and (3) how to demonstrate an online assessment that uses smartphones for gathering patients’ perceptions of their hospitalization experience.

METHODS

Study Data
We downloaded data (Summary Analysis of HCAHPS survey results: July to June from 2007 to 2014 Discharges) of inpatient perceptions of their hospitalization experience across 50 US states (excluding Washington, DC, and the territory of the United States Virgin Islands) at the HCAHPS website [8]. The freely available spreadsheet includes 10 dimension scores (range: 0-100 [higher is better]) consisting of (1) Communication with Nurses, (2) Communication with Doctors, (3) Responsiveness of Hospital Staff, (4) Pain Management, (5) Communication About Medicines, (6) Cleanliness of Hospital Environment, (7) Quietness of Hospital Environment, (8) Discharge Information, (9) Overall Hospital Rating, and (10) Recommend the Hospital.

Examination of Item Scores Addible
A Microsoft Excel module was programmed to deal with Rasch [15] continuous item responses (CIR for short) [16], see Multimedia Additional file 1, for examining scale unidimensionality with the criterion of item Infit mean square error (Infit MNSQ) less than 1.5 [17]. The Wright Map (or named person-item map) [18, 19] were drawn using the CIR module.

Picker’s item-by-item box plots
The Picker-type item-by-item box plots similar to the KIDMAP [20, 21] were designed by using Excel VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) program language, see Additional file 1. The Outfit MNSQs for persons less than 2.0 indicates person responses without particularly aberrant or careless behaviors [22]. The squared standardized residuals \( Z_{nj} = \sqrt{\frac{R_{nj}}{Var_{nj}}} \) for each response less than 2.0 (i.e., \( p < 0.05 \)) is defined as a significant deviation from the model’s expected value [22].

Designing a dashboard for comparing results of each US state
An online dashboard was designed using the google maps [23] for comparing inpatient perceptions on hospitalization of each US state. An additional file 2 is available for the details.

An online assessment using smartphones
An online app was designed for patients to report their perceptions of their inpatient hospitalization experience. The HCAHPS 25-item questionnaire (see Additional file 3) was used in the app. Four questions were designed to automatically select different paths after they have been answered. For example, if a patient responds “No” to question 10 (During this hospital stay, did you need help from nurses or other hospital staff to get to the bathroom or to use a bedpan?), the app will skip questioning 12, but it will go on to question 11 if the patient answers “Yes”. This means that the app will consecutively check each question’s response and respond accordingly, which will make the app more convenient and practical to use.

Statistical Analysis
In the author-made CIR module, \( R^2 \) was calculated using the regression equation \( \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{L} (E_{nj} - \bar{X}_j)^2 / \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{L} (X_{nj} - \bar{X}_j)^2 \). The \( t \)-value for the item difficulty difference between two items (e.g., infill and dwell volumes) was computed using a comparison equation for two independent variables \( (\delta_x - \delta_y) / \sqrt{1/Var_x + 1/Var_y} \). The Paired-\( t \) and independent-\( t \)-tests for two variables were used to compare the raw scores, percentage scores, and Rasch expected response scores using any 2-variable dataset of domains. The person
OUTFIT MNSQ was obtained using the two values of standardized residual (Z) and item length (L) in the equation \( \sum_{j=1}^{L} \frac{Z_{nj}^2}{L} \).

**RESULTS**

**Trends in Each Domain across Years**

Trends of each domain across years were shown in Figure-1. All domain scores are increasing from 2007 to 2014. The easier domains with higher scores are Discharge Information, Communication with Doctors, and Communication with Nurses. The most difficult domains with lower scores are Overall hospital rating, Quietness of Hospital Environment, and Communication About Medicines. Interested readers are suggested to see the results on the Google maps at the reference [24].

**Examination of item scores addible**

The data metric of 400 (= 8 years * 50 states) * 10 domains were analyzed with the model-data fit (see Additional file 1). \( R^2 \) was 0.93 with F = 14.33 (p < 0.001) using MS Excel formula =FDIST(14.33,1,798) and the regression equation \( \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{L} (E_{nj} - \bar{X}_0)^2 / \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{L} (X_{nj} - \bar{X}_0)^2 \right) \). The t-value of the two item difficulties (-0.40 and -0.77 logits for Communication with Nurses and Communication with Doctors) was 1.72 (= \((-0.40 - -0.77)/\sqrt{1/48.2 + 1/36.3}\), p = 0.09 using MS Excel formula =TDIST (1.72,798,2), not significantly different from each other using the traditional t-test.

A Wright map shows that the ten domains and a single construct when referring to INFIT MNSQs < 1.5; the state distribution ranging from 0.6 to 2.0 logits is also shown (Figure 2, left). A Wright map is showing the result in 2013 presents on the Google maps at the reference [25].
Picker’s item-by-item box plots

An example was illustrated by the state of Alabama 2014; the Outfit MNSQ is 2.29 (>2.0) with an average composite score 72.9 (=1.04 logits). We can see in Figure-3 that one domain (i.e., Q7 Quietness of Hosp. Env.) show a significant high Zscore (>2.0) and present unexpected levels of inpatient experience perception in comparison to other states. It is worth noting that Outfit MNSQs (in Figure-3) [26] greater than 2.0 for a specific state indicates the responses with aberrant or careless behaviors [21], which means different response pattern of the ten domains are found in comparison with other states.

From the Figure-3 we also see that the most difficult domain (i.e., with the least score mean and a high Rasch logit calibration at 0.86) was Q9 (Overall hospital rating). The easiest ones (i.e., with the highest score mean) were Q8 (Discharge Information, -0.91 logits) and Q2 (Communication with Doctors, -0.56 logits).

In addition, most of those domain scores were looked like normally distributed. The other two (Q3 Responsiveness of Hospital Staff and Q9 Care Transition) were slightly negatively distributed when we see them on the Google Maps at the reference [26] if the functionalities of zoom-in and Zoon-out are manipulated.
A dashboard for comparing results of each US state

An online dashboard on inpatient perceptions of hospitalization across 2007 to 2014 for US 50 states was shown in Figure-4 [27], through which we can click the icon on the year to change the feature of the US states on the dashboard. The bigger bubbles mean the better performance in the healthcare service. The triangle connected with lines indicates the bigger (or smaller) top (or bottom) three states in healthcare performance. The Wright map (Figure-2) and the KIDMAP box pot (Figure-3) can be linked via the map in Figure-4.

An online assessment using smart phones

After scanning a QR-code shown in Figure-5, we can directly assess the inpatient hospitalization experience on the HCAHPS 25-item questionnaire by smart phones. In which, four questions will immediately redirect to the next specific questions according to the answer response. The respondents are easily confused when encountering the skip question in a paper-based survey. We demonstrated an interactive prompt module for gathering feedback about hospitalization experience from patients.
**DISCUSSION**

After analyzing the HCAHPS inpatient hospitalization experience data, we found that all domain scores but the domain nine are increasing from 2007 to 2014, and verified that the dimension scores of the 50 states were unidimensional and could be combined to interpret patient satisfactions of each state. The data also presented an online dashboard on the Google maps that can be used to compare their performance scores with the Rasch Outfit MNSQ to show the best and the worst states (Figure-3). We also demonstrated an app that can immediately gather feedback from patients using smartphones.

There are many surveys about patients’ perceptions of their hospital experience. Most of them were administered by postal mail and response rates varied widely, from very low to relatively high [28]. The HCAHPS 2013 survey had an average response rate of 32% [8]. The first public HCAHPS report was in 2007. In contrast, the UK’s NHS led the way internationally in mandating a national patient survey program in 2001 [29]. The Picker Institute [7] has some survey tools that target both inpatient and outpatient experience. A growing number of people are using the Internet as a platform to describe their healthcare in the UK [30]. Similarly, in the USA, more than eight out of 10 adults regularly use the Internet [31]. However, we have not seen any performance report that can adopt advanced computer science, like Rasch model (Figure 2 and Figure-3) on the Google maps [27], to produce an interactive data visualization (Figure-4) focused on inpatient perception on hospitalization.

Furthermore, smartphones are becoming ubiquitous [32-35]. Now is the time to develop an online survey app that uses smartphones to collect patient feedback. The reason is attributable not only to studies [36-38] which report that Internet-based online ratings correlate well with the national traditional national surveys and have similar response rates but also to hospitals’ need for patient feedback. The results should prove useful when patients choose healthcare providers and when clinicians want to improve the quality of their services.

In the current study, we programmed an MS Excel module, as well as an online representation on the Google, maps to deal with continuous item responses using the probabilistic modeling like Likert-type responses in a healthcare setting [1,16]. The average scores shown in Figure 3 are meaningful when data form a one-dimensional measurement (see Figure 3), and the states shown at the right-hand side of the scatter plot beyond 2.0 in Figure 6 on the Google maps [39] can be easily interpreted as an unusual pattern in response to domains. Linacre [22] says that Outfit mean-squares (MNSQs) greater than 2.0 deviating from Rasch model indicate aberrant responses.

![Outfit map showing the aberrant pattern responded by States with the indicator of Outfit MNSQ >20.0](image)
The way we incorporated Rasch analysis with Google Maps is unique in academics. Another strength and feature of this study are that Google Maps and the mp4 videos are provided and linked in references [24-27] for readers interested in manipulating the link in their ways as a dashboard. The state distribution in Figure 4 is merit in quickly understanding the feature of the state performance on patient expectations, experience, and satisfaction. One picture is worth ten thousand words. We hope following studies can report other types of information using Google API (application programming interface) to readers in the future. The study data are provided in Additional file 4.

The interpretation and generalization of the conclusions should be cautious. This study has some limitations. First, we have not mentioned that to use an online survey using smartphones, patient email and postal mail addresses should be asked for and confirmed in advance when they are admitted to the hospital and that an E-Coupon can be jointly used with a QR-code in an email when sending and receiving a solicited survey notice. Second, the HCAHPS items (see Addition all file 3) should be validated when used in different nations. For instance, item 11 (How often did you get help in getting to the bathroom or in using a bedpan as soon as you wanted?) can be revised to this like “Did you get immediate nursing help medical care when you needed it?”. We recommend using the graphical representation (Figure-2) and computer module (Figure-5) to develop an item pool used for online computerized adaptive testing in the future. Third, the data were extracted from the HCAHPS website. It is worth noting that any generalization should be made in the similar feature based on the healthcare service and the period. More studies are required to verify the quality-of-care among US states in the future.

CONCLUSIONS

A novel smartphone app designed by authors was used to acquire data from patients about their hospitalization experience. We verified that the ten domain scores reporting patient satisfaction with the performances of doctors, nurses, and hospitals in 50 US states could be combined and used to construct a unidimensional scale. It is possible to collect these data using Internet methods and smartphones and to give patients a clear idea of where to get the best care using EPIE item-by-item box plots.
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